
Reduce Accidents, Lower Losses

Empowering Fleets to Produce
Better Insurance Outcomes

A POWERFUL COMBINATION:

TECHNOLOGY & PROCESS

Idelic Program
Idelic helps fleets proactively identify driver risk, reduce

losses, and improve insurance outcomes by combining

Safety Suite® with the Driver Safety Playbook.

The Idelic Program empowers fleets with a data-driven

view of fleet safety through our advanced AI-based Driver

Watch List, broad integration network and proven driver

professional development plans (PDPs). With predictive

driver behavior insights, fleets are able to coach drivers at

the most critical time – before crashes happen.

IDENTIFY RISK

60%
Of preventable accidents are drivers at

the top of Idelic’s Driver Watch List

COACH DRIVERS

40B Miles + 9K PDPs
A step-by-step playbook of professional development

plans built on extensive driver behavior analysis

REDUCE LOSSES

20%
Average reduction in preventable

accidents in the first year



BETTER RENEWALS WITH AI
POWERED DRIVER INSIGHTS

The use of data for underwriting decisions has

grown exponentially over the past decade as

insurers look for smarter ways to evaluate risk.

With the Idelic Program, fleets, on average, see

a 20% reduction in preventable accidents within

the first year. Idelic’s proprietary AI powered

Driver Watch List analyzes data from;

● Driver / CDL information

● Onboard Telematics

● HoS Violations

● Accident / Risk information

● Mileage / Driver Hours

● Training / LMS

● FMCSA Portal

● Onboard Video Systems

This provides insurers the information they

need to provide better rates upon renewal.

IDELIC DRIVER SAFETY PLAYBOOK

The Idelic Driver Safety Playbook is more than a

document, it’s your comprehensive guide to

understanding the Driver Watch List and then

engaging in driver coaching with best practice

professional development plans. We make it possible

for drivers to learn from their mistakes, and make

better decisions every day.

IDELIC SAFETY SUITE®

Safety Suite helps fleets effectively implement the

Playbook with a proven approach to consolidating

driver data, advanced ML to identify risk, and

intuitive workflows to improve driver behavior. The

Driver Watch List, a powerful tool in Safety Suite,

gives fleets the approach and data needed to reduce

preventable accidents and lower insurance costs.

How it works

CONSOLIDATE DATA

Utilize a comprehensive
set of integrations to your
most important systems
containing driver
behavior data.

IDENTIFY RISK

Idelic’s proprietary
AI-powered Driver Watch
list identifies patterns of
behavior in your data to
help you intervene with
your most risky drivers.

COACH DRIVERS

Implement step-by-step
professional development
plans and coaching
techniques to improve
driver behavior.

REDUCE LOSSES

Reduce preventable
crashes and claims,
improve driver safety, and
obtain insurance rates
that reflect your success.

IDELIC FLEETS

“What a good feeling to be able to support our drivers, to be

there for them, and to say ‘we know that you did nothing

wrong and we can prove it, because we have all the

documents in Safety Suite.'”

DAVE CURRY
Fleet Compliance Coordinator,

NEP Group, Inc.

"At Pitt Ohio, we’re committed to safety and incorporating it

into every facet of our business. From the Safety Team to the

terminal managers, we all use Safety Suite to stay compliant

and ahead of the curve in safety.”

JEFF MERCADANTE
Vice President, Safety,

PITT OHIO


